This decade is on track to be known as the decade of cybercrime, and attacks are costing organizations dearly. Ransomware, malware, and phishing have all become ubiquitous, which collectively continue to innovate and lead to successful monetary gains for bad actors.

At the same time, the evolving reality of hybrid and remote work—alongside the prevalence of cloud solutions—have created lasting impacts on cybersecurity and the need for interaction with data protection solutions. Cybersecurity is becoming more complex with organizations managing tool sprawl and pivoting across consoles every day. As a result, many organizations’ IT and security professionals are stretched thin, on call after hours and understaffed.

These dynamics have given rise to the need for a unified, holistic security approach that can:

- Quickly and effectively deploy cybersecurity and data protection solutions
- Reduce the overhead that comes from managing disparate solutions
- Avoid the runaround that comes from multiple vendor support teams

OpenText Cybersecurity Secure Cloud is trusted by tens of thousands of customers, helping them spend less time managing security and more time focusing on their businesses.
Discover the Secure Cloud platform and solutions

Secure Cloud offers a modern approach to cybersecurity, leveraging a cloud-based architecture that empowers you to secure your company’s data and protect your extended environment quickly and at scale.

Our solution suite is powered by real-time, contextual threat intelligence that provides your IT and security teams with insights aggregated from 100 million global threat signals. Secure Cloud’s high-efficacy product portfolio for small to mid-sized businesses enables you to implement a holistic security program that you can manage from a central console, reducing your administrative and management complexity while providing an easy and compliant experience.

Threat protection and email security

Our advanced and integrated solutions are designed to protect your users, assets, and data across the extended environment from cloud to mobile and on-premises. Our market-leading threat protection and email security solutions include:

**Endpoint Protection**
Comprehensively tackles the most advanced endpoint attacks, whether from internal or external threats, by uniquely harnessing the power of cloud computing and real-time machine learning to deliver highly effective protection. The agent installs in less than 30 seconds.

**DNS Protection**
Keeps web-based threats, malware-downloads, and online content from wreaking havoc on your users—whether they’re remote or on your corporate network. Our DNS Protection supports DNS over HTTPS (DoH) and provides control over DNS and can be deployed either as a standalone DNS agent or in combination with Endpoint Protection.

**Security Awareness Training**
Educates and helps your employees identify and report scams to strengthen your organization’s security posture, fulfill regulatory compliance requirements and help prevent modern cyberattacks with regular training as part of the layered defense approach to become cyber resilient.

**Email Threat Protection**
Provides multi-layered filtering for both inbound and outbound emails that permits legitimate email while protecting against phishing, ransomware, BEC, impersonation, and more. Key features include attachment quarantine, time-of-click-analysis, link rewrite and O365 message retraction.

**Email Encryption**
Removes the hassle of encrypting email and makes it easy to meet compliance requirements. Using advanced content filters, emails and attachments are scanned automatically and any message containing sensitive information is encrypted for delivery. The solution provides multiple secure delivery options to fit your encryption needs, plus turn-key DLP filters and customization services at no additional cost.

**Recovery and compliance**

Our recovery & compliance solutions empower organizations to minimize the impact of data loss due to accidental or malicious events, and to secure communications data for corporate governance, regulatory, and eDiscovery requirements. Our restore and recover solutions include:

**Cloud to Cloud Backup**
Offers comprehensive, automatic backup and recovery for Microsoft 365 including SharePoint, Google Workspace, Salesforce, Dropbox, and Box, as well as central management, granular restore, rapid recovery and flexible retention options. Our purpose-built backup solution ensures your IT team can quickly and easily recover as much or as little SaaS application data as necessary.

**Email Continuity Services**
Provides failsafe protection for your email and ensures email access, even when your email infrastructure is down. The service can be added to Secure Cloud Email Threat Protection to provide up to 30 days of email access and the ability to send and receive emails during an outage.

**Information Archive**
Empowers your organization to meet changing regulatory and corporate governance requirements with compliance-grade archiving for your digital communication, including email, social media, collaboration and chat tools, and more.
Our solution provides unlimited cloud-based storage capacity and simplifies the search, escalation, hold, and review processes to ensure business users can conduct compliance reviews, HR investigations, and rapid early case assessments without involving IT resources.

**Modern work and CSP solutions**

As a Cloud Solution Provider for Microsoft with more than 80,000 joint customers, we have earned a Microsoft Solutions Partner designation for proficiency in Modern Work. Our strong Microsoft partnership and in-house expertise uniquely enables us to help our customers secure their Microsoft tenants with layered security and protection. Our ability to help our customers and partners adapt to these challenges is why Microsoft named us their very first US Partner of the Year for Operational Excellence in 2022.

**Microsoft 365**

Optimizes licensing and management for your Microsoft 365 solution and empowers your organization to better guard against business email compromise (BEC) and other email threats with a free Microsoft Security Audit. You can also tap into our expertise and leverage our knowledgeable in-house Microsoft support who are available to help 24/7/365.

**Dynamics 365**

Delivers superior operational efficiency and breakthrough customer experiences that enable businesses to become more agile with a portfolio of intelligent business applications. Whether you are a small or medium-sized business or a larger enterprise, we can help you license the suite that’s right for you.

**The OpenText difference**

**Information security DNA**

We’re experts in digital information and have a deep understanding of how the data and application connect to each other and where that information flows. When it comes to protecting that information and data, we know where it resides, the dependencies and the key touch points for accessing and protecting it.

**Real-time threat intelligence**

Leveraging sixth generation AI/ML and millions of globally distributed sensors, our multi-sourced threat intelligence is aggregated from across threat vectors. This intelligence powers the solutions in our OpenText Secure Cloud platform and delivers meaningful insights that help organizations connect the dots between threats and become smarter about their environment and how to protect it. Over 85% of leading security vendors leverage our threat intelligence to power their products.

**High efficacy end-to-end portfolio**

Our solutions deliver high efficacy results with low false positives, making it faster and more efficient for IT and security teams to investigate and respond to threats, as they occur. Through our holistic platform, you gain end-to-end protection—from the devices and users to the applications and data. We can also help meet most cyber insurance requirements.

**Simple and seamless platform**

We’re hyper focused on ease of use and delivering frictionless experiences for our customers. As we continue to innovate with the changing cyber market, we’re committed to delivering products integrated into our OpenText Secure Cloud platform that are simple to administer and provide a market leading user experience.
Experience the benefits

- Meet your needs today with a suite of solutions that will scale as your requirements grow tomorrow
- Protect, manage, and govern the data across your endpoints and business applications
- Enhance security efficacy with real-time, cloud-based machine-learning insights
- Simplify workflows for a frictionless experience, minimizing administrative complexity
- Slash vendor management and overhead costs by consolidating security vendors
- Stream your support experience with our in-house team of seasoned security experts
- Meet most cyber insurance requirements

To Learn More: http://webroot.com/securecloud

Accolades and Awards

2023 Global Infosec Awards
- Most Innovative Winner for Email Security and Management
- Most Innovative Winner for Cyber Resilience
- Publisher’s Choice Winner for Cloud Backup
- Best Solution Winner for Threat Intelligence

2023 Winner of the Fortress Cyber Security Awards for
- Data Protection
- Threat Detection

2023 SE Labs AAA rating for Small Business Endpoint Security

2023 Winner of the Cybersecurity Excellence Award

2023 Winner of CyberSecurity Breakthrough Award, Overall Web Security Solution

2022 Microsoft US Partner of the Year, Operational Excellence

2022 Winner of CyberSecurity Breakthrough Award, Best Vendor Security Offering

Hear what our customers are saying about OpenText Secure Cloud

“Webroot Endpoint Protection saved me at least a dozen times. We usually can’t expect to buy a product, roll it out, and have it work on its own. But that’s exactly how the solution works.”

Maria Henry, CIO,
Allergy & Sinus Center

“A bonus for me was that I could bundle my Microsoft 365 with Email Threat Protection and achieve cost savings for Spitzer.”

Larry Horvat, CIO,
Spitzer Autoworld

“Attorney communication has to be reliable and, if necessary, recovery time has to be as fast as possible. I knew I could count on Carbonite’s backup and restore functions.”

Joseph Weber, IT Administrator,
KBG Injury Law